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                                    ABSTRACT
 An essay writing is an important part of examining the situation of overseas
students in Chinese studies. An essay writing itself not only related to various
using of phrases, grammars, sentences, and also involved with the using of
pragmatics. In the process of overseas students’ s writing, using conjunctions are
always a significant difficult area. Previous research shown the chinese essay
writing of Indonesian often shown its errors in using. This paper is using 200 of
HSK composition corpus specified in Indonesian’s writing and 200 of Chinese
writings intermediate to advanced level from different school in Indonesia to
analyze the using of conjunctions, hoping to conclude the errors of chinese
conjunction situation of intermediate to advanced Indonesian students in chinese
learning and through the interview session with teachers and students to find out
the cause of errors, to suggest some relevant teaching.
 This paper is mainly divided into 7 parts : the first part is Introduction, mainly
introducing about this paper’s background and the foundation of this research,
also the purpose and meaning of this topic. The second part is about the
summarized of this thesis’s research, briefly introducing the Error’s theory and the
other research’s result of conjunction in Chinese. The third part is introducing the
research’s methodology, which are analysis’s methodology and interview’s
methodology. The forth part is focusing on statistic analysis intermediate to
advanced level of Indonesian students’s conjunction errors situation . According
to  written by and in 2006 about classification in conjunction, this paper is using
400 collected of  Indonesian students writings intermediate to advanced level, to
take notes and classify the appearance of conjunction, to analyze kinds of errors,
to count statistic ratio of appearance, ratio of misused, finally to conclude the













level . The content of fith part is briefing analysis of the caused factors in
conjunction errors and the result of teaching’s interview. At sixth part, this paper is
suggesting some conjunction teaching strategies, its suggestion is based on the
conclusion of part four and part five. The seventh part is conclusion, to conclude
about research’s result, the difference between this research paper and others
related research, some of this research paper’s limitation and suggestion for
research direction in the future.
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